5555 Clear Seam Sealer (Applied during assembly)

5272A-(WH or Beige) Bifold Jamb 1" Nail-Fin
or
5272B-(WH or Beige) Bifold Jamb 1 3/8' Nail-Fin

δ x 2 1/2 PHIL Pan SMG Yellow Zinc Bifold KD Frame 24/Screw Kit

E3C3L07B 24.5 Ft. Bifold ADA Sill - BRZ
Or
E3C3L07N 24.5 Ft. Bifold ADA Sill - Clear

BF 1.0 NF (Right or Left)
Bifold KD 1 in NF Seal Tape (Right or Left)
Or
BF 1.375 NF (Right or Left)
Bifold KD 1.375 in NF Seal Tape (Right or Left)